
Alpine Swift Fact Sheet 

Dimensions 

Side View: 

 
Rear view: 

 
  



Configurations 

Mounting on Double Cab Canopy with mounting rails (‘T’ slot rails):

  
Figure 1 Rear View, Rail Mount 

Mounting on Double Cab Canopy with Flat Top: 

 
Figure 2 Rear view, Flat top mount 

For mounting on a Double Cab canopy with a flat top, it is required to drill 8 mounting holes. Two 

8mm holes per bracket.   

Recommended Drill drawing: 



 
 
 

 
 
Note 1: 

This is the maximum distance between the brackets. The mounting width can be narrowed. 
The mounting brackets can moved closer to each other,  to reduce the distance between the 
mounting brackets. 

 
Note 2: 

The distance from the rear of the Double Cab canopy is not fixed and the Alpine Swift can be 
positioned, front to rear as desired. 

  
 
 

  



Weight 

Weight Alpine Swift  : ±10.0kg 
 

Construction 

Stainless steel (3CR12) brackets. Purpose designed lightweight aluminium extrusions. Parts are 

powder coated. Durable polyethylene slates to cushion the payload/equipment. All fasteners are 

stainless steel.  

Mounting 

Two types of brackets can be ordered: 

a) For mounting on Double Cab canopies with slotted mounting rails such as Rhino Cab and RSI 

Canopies. No modifications are needed for these type of canopies. The Bracket can be 

adjusted to fit most Double Cab canopies. 

b) Double Cab canopies with flat top/roof (No mounting rails).  For mounting onto these type of 

canopies, 8 mounting holes (8mm) need to be drilled.  Bolts and nuts are provided. 

Load Carrying Ability 

The Carrying ability of the Alpine Swift is limited by the carrying capability of the vehicle/canopy. 

The Alpine Swift was tested with a total weight of 70 kg (cargo + Roof Rack weight), with cargo weight 

evenly distributed, under moderate conditions.   

Heavy loads on Roof Racks affects the handling ability because of the top-heavy nature of the 

configuration and overloading is not recommended.  

When loaded, the traveling speed needs to be reduced to ensure safety.  

The carrying ability is recommended to be restricted to 50kg in total for safety reasons and speed to 

be adjusted according to road conditions to ensure safety.  

Shipping and Assembly 

The Alpine Swift is shipped in kit form in a rectangular box 16x13x142 cm. (±10.5 kg Shipping weight). 

During on-line ordering, the on-line shop will quote the cost of shipping. Alternative shipping or Pick-

up can be selected when ordering. 

All fasteners needed are provided.  Proper assembly instructions are provided in booklet format. 

The tools required for the assembly and fitment of the Alpine Swift are listed below. 

  



Tools Required 
Item Quantity Name Visual 

1 1 Pozi No.2 Screwdriver  
OR 
Bit for Ratchet Screwdriver 
 

 
 

2 1 Allen Key 5mm 

 
3 1 Metric Tape Measure (3m or 

longer) 
OR 
2 meter Tie Down Strap or 
rope that do not stretch 
easily (To use for equal 
length measurement) 

 

 

A clip of assembly instructions can be seen below: 

 

Identify the 4 Mounting Bracket Assemblies. Start at the Left Rear. Remove the 4 Square 

nuts from the Bracket Assembly and slide them into the grooves of the Floor Load Bars. Make sure 

that the Flat Side  of the Square Nuts face the Top (Bracket side) as shown below. 

 

 

 



 


